KINGSFORD THE BAROSSA
EXPERIENCE GUIDE

TAILOR MADE FOR YOU
Rich in history, romance and fairy-tale-like charm, there’s nothing quite like Kingsford The Barossa.
Built in 1856, Kingsford is a picturesque venue that has been lovingly restored to become one of Australia’s
finest luxury retreats – a gem nestled amongst riverbanks and rolling hills, surrounded by lily-filled gullies
and lush lawns.
Aligned with some of the most iconic wineries of international acclaim, and some of the best experiences
our country has to offer, Kingsford is simply the perfect choice for your next adventure, with unparalleled
personalised service and tailor-made guest itineraries.
Experience luxury at Kingsford The Barossa, and create memories that will last a lifetime.

The Kingsford
Signature Experiences.
Experiences you will not
find anywhere else.
Exceptional service is an art form at Kingsford The
Barossa, which is why you can be certain every unique
and bespoke experience is curated to perfection.
Whatever your purpose for visiting, we will tailor an
on-site itinerary to suit.

B US H B AT H

KEGELBAHN

Surrender to nature and indulge in Kingsford’s world-

Here at Kingsford, we proudly showcase an in-house,

famous alfresco bush bath. With only the Para River

fully automated Kegelbahn where you can try your

and a giant gumtree for company, you can immerse

hand at a game of Kegel bowling. ‘Kegel’ being the

yourself in the claw-foot tub made for two, complete

German word for ‘skittles’, came to the Barossa in

with luxurious Grown Alchemist bath salts and a bottle

the nineteenth century and has endured to this day

of something chilled. Upon arrival, you will also find

involving nine pins that can be knocked down with a

lush robes, towels and sun lounges to enjoy. Should

wooden bowling ball. As our guest, you can put your

you wish, we can also organise a cheese platter for

skills to the test and have fun with friends or family

you to indulge in.

playing the historic game, as well as cheers to hard

A team member will drop you to the bush bath
experience, located only a few short minutes from
your room. As our guest, you have the option of either
taking a scenic walk to return, or we can pick you up
and transport you back to your room.

earned wins, or the best of intentions, at the Kegel Bar
which neighbours the alley.

W I N E T U N N E L & VA U LT S

M U S E U M W I N E TA ST I N G

A design you won’t soon forget, Kingsford The

For wine lovers with form, take an unforgettable

Barossa’s new cellar includes six individual vaulted

journey with our Kingsford sommelier, as you are

wine chambers, with a wall of artisan-crafted

walked through a guided wine tasting from our

bluestone on the other side, and a long communal

impressive collection.

21-meter table in-between. The unique addition to
the Kingsford experience represents the very best
of New World varieties, showcasing the very best of
the region, with a special focus on Barossa and Eden
Valley wine makers.
As our guest, you can explore the museum collection
of Penfolds Grange, which date between 1951 and
2015. Additionally, our incredible Henschke Hill of
Grace collection which his guaranteed to impress.
Our collection boasts thousands of bottles and we’re
sure you will find something that will suit your taste.

Whether it’s in the ambiance of our signature wine
vaults or our historic cellar, Kingsford have a drop for
every occasion and you will get the opportunity to
sample our extensive assortment of both new and old
world wines. Bookings are essential.

KINGSFORD POOL

F OT H E R I N G H A M L I B R A RY

Adjacent to the Peppertree Bar, you will find our

Our Fotheringham Library is a quiet space to

solar heated, saltwater pool. As our guest, you have

unwind and relax. As our guest, you can get into

the freedom to take a few early morning laps, or

the competitive spirit by playing a selection of

even a lazy evening dip, in the signature pool which

board games, exploring our McLeod’s Daughters

is canopied by a peppertree, its namesake, and

memorabilia to relive the magic of the show, or sit

screened by a historic portion of wall made out of

back and relax with a beverage in hand as you bask

rough stone. There is no better place to unwind, relax

in the sun streaming in through the window or in front

and enjoy the decadence of Kingsford.

of the fireplace.

KINGSFORD FIRE PIT &

KANGAROO WALKING TRAILS

STAR GAZING

Collect a map and begin your exploration of

A roaring fire, the Southern Cross constellation and a

Kingsford’s rolling hills, stone bluffs and river gorges.

Barossa Shiraz; the perfect finish to a perfect day. The

Keep an eye out for kookaburras, parrots and our

fire pit in the heart of Kingsford is a location very hard

resident pair of wedge-tailed eagles, Australia’s

to resist and even harder to leave.

largest bird of prey, who like to pay a visit from time to
time. Our family of Kangaroos can often be found in
the early morning or evening down in the gullies along
the North Para River.

H I STO R I C S H E A R I N G S H E D

I N - R O O M S PA T R E AT M E NT S

Our historic shearing shed will leave you enveloped

Experience the epitome of relaxation in the privacy

by rich history as you take a journey back in time.

of your own suite with one of four in-room spa

This space can be used for a variety of purposes,

treatments available to you.

which include special birthdays and parties, longtable dinners, corporate events, and wellness
retreats including yoga.

Replenishing and indulgent, our beauty therapist
is dedicated to helping you unwind and detoxify in
luxury. Bookings are essential to ensure availability.

M C L E O D ’ S D A U G HT E R S TO U R

Y O G A O N T H E L AW N

Fans of McLeod’s Daughters will recognise Kingsford

Ignite your physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing

as the set of ‘Drovers Run’ and ‘Gungellan Truck Stop’

through a yoga session on the lawns of Kingsford,

on the hit television show.

a unique offering that blends fitness with stunning

You will have the opportunity to explore the wonderful

pastoral views that can be witnessed in the soft light

Barossan scenery that decorated our screens, and

of dusk or dawn.

walk in the same footsteps as the beloved characters.

Whether it’s a private or group yoga session, we can

Discover for yourself why Kingsford was the perfect

tailor a unique and remarkable fitness experience

location to embody the South Australian countryside,

that will meet your needs and help you discover a

and be captivated by the light region of the state.

sense of peace.
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itinerary that will bring the best of Barossa’s culinary

Those who like a drop
HENSCHKE

YALUMBA

Henschke boasts an extensive range of exceptional-

Nestled in the Angaston hills, Yalumba’s magnificent

quality, single-vineyard and small parcel wines,

estate ‘The Old Brandy Bond Store’ has been restored

beautifully handcrafted by fifth-generation Stephen

and converted into the Wine Room, where passionate

and Prue Henschke, from sustainably grown vineyards

Ambassadors will introduce guests to the wines and

using organic and bio-dynamic practices. These

stories of Yalumba. Indulge your senses with guided

wines are available for purchase at the Henschke

tastings and wine flights, and taste iconic regional

Cellar Door, with a number also available for tasting.

wines, including the renowned Great Australian Red:

Hill of Grace Experience

Cabernet Sauvignon & Shiraz blend.

Soak up over 150 years of wine making history at

Yalumba Unlocked

the Hill of Grace vineyard, and stand in awe of the

Beginning in our architecturally designed Wine Room,

ancient vines. Built in the 1860s by the Henschke

the Yalumba Unlocked experience allows you to learn

family, explore the rich history before settling into your

the history and enjoy a private tour of the grounds,

private tasting room to enjoy distinguished wines,

including the unique Yalumba Cooperage and

including The Wheelwright, Mount Edelstone, and

iconic Signature Cellar. Taste Yalumba’s finest wines

exclusive access to Hill of Roses and Hill of Grace.

in the stunning Wine Room, hosted by a Yalumba
Ambassador whilst sharing a Cooper’s Platter of local
artisanal produce.

S E P P E LT S F I E L D

LANGMEIL

With a proud and priceless legacy, Seppeltsfield

Langmeil Winery is the confluence of the Barossa’s

is Australia’s most iconic wine estate. Seppeltsfield

cultural beginnings and a family’s commitment to

is famous for their Centennial Collection; an

the preservation of old vine wine making. Pioneer

irreplaceable and unbroken lineage of Tawny in every

Christian Auricht established the trading post of

vintage from 1878 to now. The estate remains the

Langmeil, where he planted what is believed to be

only winery in the world to release a 100 year old,

the world’s oldest surviving Shiraz vineyard in 1843.

single vintage wine each year, retaining Australia’s

The site is today a captivating pocket of Australian

only 100/100 point score by industry critique, James

history, now owned by the Lindner family, whose

Halliday.

Barossa root run seven generations deep.

Taste Your Birth Year

The Freedom Experience

Enjoy the immersive experience of the Centennial

Starting with an educational explanation of the

Cellar – the jewel in the crown of Seppeltsfield,

geography and agricultural history, you will learn

privately hosted by a wine educator. Walk alongside

about viticulture and visit the world’s oldest surviving

the longest lineage of single vintage wines dating

Shiraz vineyard. The focus then shifts to the wine

back to 1878, culminating in a taste of Para Vintage

making process and an unforgettable tasting

Tawny direct from a barrel of your birth year - a

experience. Retire to the privacy of the ambient

bucket list experience.

‘Freedom Cellar’ to sample wines and hear stories of
the Old Vine Garden Collection.

Henschke Cellar Door / Nat Rogers

GIBSON WINES

A RT I S A N S O F B A R O S S A

Gibson Wines is a family owned Barossa Valley

Discover Barossa wines at Artisans, where eight

winery that has been producing unique and fiercely

boutique winemakers are bought together by a

local wines for the past 20 years. Their bright, citrus-

shared commitment to promoting the art of small-

rich Eden Valley Riesling sits alongside The Dirtman,

batch Barossa wine making. Presenting over 100

a warm and smooth Barossa Shiraz grown from

wines for tasting every day, along with Essen, their

vineyards at Kalimna, Light Pass and Saleyards Road.

benchmark Barossa dining space, Artisans is a not-

Each vineyard offers special earth, contributing its

to-be-missed destination for any seeker of the ideal

own stamp of flavour and complexity.

Barossa culinary experience

Day with the Dirtman

Grenache Project Tasting

Join Rob Gibson, The Dirtman, for an expert-guided

The acclaimed Grenache Project is a unique

full day immersion experience in the Barossa. A

opportunity to explore the winemaker’s influence or

blend of deep vineyard, soil and wine discovery, with

the impact of origin on the character of Barossa wine.

insights on how to live like a local, guests can discover

This collaborative effort brings winemakers together

some of the region’s passionate food artisans and

to explore the possibilities of Barossa wine expression,

access specialty vineyards and vistas normally off-

and features the tasting of six wines.

limits to the public.

Torbreck Vinters

artisans

PINDARIE

TO R B R E C K

SA Tourism Hall of Fame winner Pindarie Wines, is

With a cellar door testament to skilled local

a family-owned winery on the Barossa’s Western

craftspeople, Torbreck’s contemporary design and

Ridge which provides stunning views and perfectly

ample space tells the colourful story of their heritage

captures the Barossa’s beauty. Visitors can sample

while ensuring a local, warm welcome. On a quest to

award-winning wines, take in the views or relax over

become one of the world’s greatest wine marques,

a gourmet seasonal lunch.

Torbreck is underpinned by Shiraz, Grenache and

Walk, Talk and Graze
Enjoy a guided walk to the top of Schoff’s Hill
for panoramic views, before heading down to
the vineyard to learn about Pindarie’s story and
sustainable Barossa farm. Taste estate grown wines

Artisans of Barossa

Mouverde vines planted in the 1840s that are still
thriving and bearing fruit of unique concentration
and flavour. Torbreck pays tribute to these vines
through minimal intervention to create wines that
age gracefully.

in the heritage stables wine room, learn about

The Steading Blend

alternative varieties and how they compare to the

The Steading Blend is a hands-on wine experience

classics grown at Pindarie, and finish with a tasting of

where you can taste and learn about the Grenache,

the iconic Black Hinge wines together with a season

Shiraz and Mataro components that make up

grazing lunch.

The Steading, before undertaking your own GSM
blending bench trial. This includes a take-home bottle
of the current vintage Steading.

PENFOLDS

ST H U G O

The Penfolds Barossa Valley Cellar Door is located

Located at Rowland Flat, St Hugo honours Hugo

in the heart of the Barossa Valley. Built in 1911, this

Gramp’s lifelong connection to the acclaimed Barossa

site became the focal point of Penfolds wine making

win region. Discover the power and elegance of St

in the 1970s as more fruit was sourced from the

Hugo wines in this captivating setting, overlooking the

Barossa Valley and its surrounds. Visit Penfolds

St Hugo vineyard and Barossa Ranges.

and discover the philosophy and spirit behind
Australia’s greatest wines.

St Hugo & Riedel Masterclass
This masterclass is a journey of wine discovery like

Make your Own Blend

you’ve never experienced. Learn how glassware

Become a master winemaker for the day when you

influences the taste and enjoyment of wines,

enter the winemakers’ laboratory, and get to work

discover for yourself why the Riedel name has been

blending your own wine from Grenache, Shiraz and

synonymous with high-quality glassware for almost

Mataro varieties - just like Penfolds own Bin 138. The

100 years, and learn how a varietal specific wine

resulting blend is then placed into a bottle for you to

glass is a critical component of wine enjoyment as you

enjoy over the coming days.

sample four St Hugo favourites.

KAESLER

JACOBS CREEK

A visit to Kaesler is more than just about wine; it is a

In 1847, along the banks of Jacob’s Creek, Johann

place to immerse yourself in the history of their estate

Gramp planted his first vineyard with a vision to create

and learn more about why Barossa wines are beloved

great tasting wines reflecting the true character of the

across the world. Originally the Kaesler family farm,

grapes and land. Jacobs Creek continue to live and

the property is now home to their winery, showcasing

breathe this vision by producing wines showcasing

old vine vineyards, established gardens, historical

how each grape variety expresses itself when shaped

buildings, tours, tasting and events. Kaesler is the

by the soil and sun of Australia.

quintessential Barossa experience.

Picnic Perfect

Old Vine Vineyard Tour

Lay on a picnic rug, take in stunning views, enjoy

The majority of red wines produced by Kaesler are

great food and sip on Jacob’s Creek wine – life

made from vines that date back more than 50 years.

doesn’t get any better than that. Enjoy the picnic of

These rare and valuable Old Vines, including some

local artisan produce packed for you, along with a

planted as far back as 1893, are the backbone of

bottle of Jacob’s Creek wine, on a take-home picnic

bold and intense Barossa wines. Enjoy a guided

blanket. Take your pick of the best picnic spots around

walking tour of the old vineyards, particularly the

our site, using our map as a guide. This experience

1893 Old Bastard Vineyard, followed by a tasting

also includes one tasting flight per person that can be

of wines produced from these old vines in the

enjoyed before you embark on your picnic adventure.

Kaesler Cellar Door.

St Hugo

Jacob’s Creek / John Montesi

B A R O S S A S FA R M E R S M A R K E T

For the foodies
B A R O S S A FA R M E R S M A R K E T
The Barossa Farmers’ Market is an authentic farmers

Barossa Farmers Market / South Australian Tourism Commission / Svem Kovac

C A S A C A R B O N I ITA L I A N C O O K I N G
S C H O O L A N D E N OT E C A

market and is open every Saturday morning from

Discover the wide range of wine, accessories and

7.30am to 11.30am. Offering a fantastic selection of

delicacies available in the providore, Casa Carboni is

fresh, seasonal, artisan made Barossa and regional

the perfect place to learn new skills in the kitchen and

South Australian food.

dine on some of the Barossa’s most delicious food.

T H E E AT E RY - M A G G I E

BAROSSA GIN SCHOOL - MAGGIE

B E E R ’ S FA R M S H O P

B E E R ’ S FA R M S H O P

Learn about the history and how to cook seasonal

A hands-on gin making school utilising some of the

recipes from Maggie’s 40 years on the Pheasant farm.

most popular botanicals and some not so well known

Dishes and recipes taken from her library of hand

treasures, You’ll learn about the techniques we

written menus she’d agreed to share with you. Learn .

employ to craft our Gins, giving you the confidence

All classes are lead by our head chef and include take

to get hands on during session! We have plenty of

home recipes. Or simply visit the Farm shop for coffee

different botanicals in our collection to play with and

and cake or a glass of wine with cheese, with views

select from so there’s ample room to get creative.

over the lake. Taste and shop the iconic Maggie Beer

By the time you’re finished selecting, measuring and

produce and Colin Beer’s wines and ciders.

recording your recipe you’ll be ready to lift the lid
on the still. Followed by a sit down 3 course meal at

B A R O S S A VA L L E Y

The Eatery while the stills heat through and work their

C H E E S E C O M PA NY

magic, mixing together all the flavours you’ve chosen.

Visit the Cheesecellar to enjoy luxurious, artisan
cheese, which is hand-made on site.

Maggie Beer’s Farm Shop / Josie Withers

Once the stills release their freshly crafted Gin we can
put the finishing touches to your labels.

By Air, Land & Sea
H OT A I R B A L L O O N I N G

H E L I C O PT E R F L I G HT

Barossa Balloon Adventures is South Australia’s

Enjoy a scenic flight over Barossa Valley Icons such

(and one of Australia’s) longest running and most

as the Whispering Wall, Jacob’s Creek, Seppeltsfield

experienced hot air ballooning companies. They have

or see many old buildings and churches! South

been flying over the Barossa Valley region since 1986.

Australia’s oldest wine region has the most amazing

Pilot, Justin Stein, has the most experience of flying the

views. On a clear day you can see the York Peninsula,

Barossa Valley region than any pilot in Australia. His

the City of Adelaide and Mt Lofty! Experiencing what

in-depth knowledge of the topography and localised

the Barossa has to offer from above, “drop in” to a

weather means he can skilfully choose your flight path

handpicked winery to enjoy a guided wine taste, tour,

to capture the best views the Barossa has to offer.

lunch or other experience that is on offer.

S E GWAY TO U R S - S E P P E LT S F I E L D

T R I K E S A DV E NT U R E S - B A R O S S A

This tour is your back-stage pass to some of the

U N I Q U E TO U R S

magical areas of the estate not normally accessible

Turn heads and feel the wind in your hair on an

on regular tours. Learn your Segway skills in the

exhilarating motorcycle trike tour of the Barossa

Seppeltsfield picnic grounds, before heading off on

Valley. Enjoy the ultimate luxury, comfort and

a trail through heritage-listed sites and 19th century

adventure as you sample the region’s finest food,

Barossa architecture, tranquil gardens and stunning

wine and sights.

vineyard vistas. Experienced guides will provide you

The tour conveniently departs and arrives at our

with full training, then it’s off to explore the vineyard

doorstep in-front of the historic Homestead,

on two wheels. Before you know it you’ll be gliding
effortlessly through the grapevines! Segway
Sensation SA tours strive to offer a different type
of adventure. We work very closely with the highly
passionate and dedicated team to offer you a truly
memorable experience.

Barossa Valley Ballooning / Barossa Grape & Wine Association

Art and Heritage
SHEAOAK LOG
M A C H I N E RY M U S E U M

T H E J A M FA C TO RY
JamFactory at Seppeltsfield provides a unique

Today Sheaoak Log is a tiny community but in

hub for craft and design in the Barossa. The facility

its heyday in the mid-19th century following the

provides studio space for professional artisans

discovery of copper at Kapunda, it had 50 houses,

working in a variety of media, including knife making,

Post Office No 26, a butcher shop and 3 hotels. At the

ceramics, millinery, glass and leather. A separated

heart of the village lies the machinery museum, which

walkway through the building allows visitors to

has been very well supported by the Ahrens family

meet the makers and view their skills in action; with

Many of the 150 machines are owned by Stefan’s

public workshops available, providing a hands on

father, Bob Ahrens whose collection consists of fully

experience. The gallery presents a diverse program

restored and operational vintage engines, tractors,

of curated exhibitions showcasing local, national

farm equipment including horse drawn wagons and

and international work by leading artists. The retail

drays and hand operated equipment. Some of the

shop provides an extensive range of hand-crafted

old makes on display are Cooper, Bamford, Petter,

ceramics, furniture, glassware, jewellery and

Lister, Moffat Virtue, Ronaldson Tippett, Bagshaw,

other collectables by pre-eminent Australian

Blackstone, Crossley, Ruston-Hornsey, Blackstone,

artists and designers.

Massey Harris and Caterpillar. The pride of the
museum is a 1907 Marshall traction engine which

TA N U N D A H E R ITA G E WA L K

spent most of it’s working life in Tasmania and was

A self-guided historical walk through the township

lovingly restored by Bob Ahrens. Bob’s father (and

of Tanunda. Follow the markers on the 2.5km trail

Stefan’s grandfather) Bill, used to make buckboards

through Tanunda. Historic photos and tales of the

out of cars and there is an original 1928 Nash

early days of the Barossa offer a rare insight into

buckboard on display.

a unique part of Australia. There are twenty-one
landmarks in total and there are lots of opportunities
to visit cafés, galleries and other shops along the
journey. Ask the Kingsford team to provide a map
before you head off for the day.

JamFactory Barossa Shop / Seppeltsfield

Beyond The Barossa
South Australia is bursting with culture at every turn,
whether through unique flavours, unforgettable events
or unmissable entertainment.
From the picturesque coast, to the heart of Adelaide’s
CBD, the state has some of the most distinctive
attractions found anywhere in the world, no two
experiences ever the same in the festival state that
never sleeps.

Adelaide / Olivia Dowling

Icons of South Australia
A D E L A I D E C E NT R A L M A R K E T TO U R

THE BEND

With nearly 20 years in the industry we have the

The Bend Driver Experience presented by Michelin.

connections and knowledge offer guests the best food

Hold on tight as you experience the thrill of race

experience. Accompanied by your local foodie tour

speeds around our motor racing circuit in our high

guide in small groups enjoy a 90min stroll around the

performance track and race cars. Featuring up to

Adelaide Central Market, followed by a coffee -

seven adrenaline fuelled, action packed experiences,

an opportunity to chat and recommend restaurants,

including two V8 power experiences, skidpan

places of interest etc. On tour learn some history,

motorkhana, rally and off-road adventures, karting

meet the stallholders, hear their stories and taste the

grand prix, open wheel thrills and Porsche GT3 hot

premium foods grown and produced in the State.

laps. Book your seat today, or if you can’t make up
your mind gift vouchers are also available.

A D E L A I D E OVA L R O O F C L I M B

A D E L A I D E OVA L STA D I U M TO U R S

Adelaide Oval’s award-winning RoofClimb

Learn about the heritage and significance of this

experience offers unrivalled 360-degree views of

world-renowned stadium, as expert volunteer guides

Adelaide and beyond, from our stunning coastline

share captivating tales of its history, the sporting

to picturesque foothills. Specially trained RoofClimb

greats who have competed there and the Oval’s

leaders will guide you across the rooftop of the iconic

iconic status in South Australia. Imagine running

Oval’s Western Stand before navigating the riverbank

onto Adelaide Oval to the roar of a 50,000-strong

platform, perched 50 metres above the hallowed

crowd, climbing the stairs of the 100-year old

turf. Sit in the world’s first stadium rooftop seats and

heritage-listed scoreboard or gaining an insight into

learn the secrets and stories of our beautiful city.

match-day preparations from inside the players’
change rooms. All of these experiences and many
more are included on your tour. Tours also include
admission to the famed Bradman Collection, which
tells the story of Australia’s greatest ever cricketer.

House of Health Collective / Lewis Potter

National Wine Centre of Australia

2 3 R D ST R E E T D I ST I L L E RY

A RT G A L L E RY O F

ADELAIDE

S O UT H A U ST R A L I A

Blend your own gin! Be immersed in the craft as

The Gallery’s collection comprises almost 45,000

Brand Ambassadors guide you through the history of

works of art and design, featuring an extensive

Gin and how they make their own. Let your senses

Australian collection – including works by Aboriginal

lead the way as you explore the taste profiles of our

and South Australian artists – contemporary art, and

botanical distillates to create your own signature

European and Asian collections. When you are there,

blend. Each guest will leave with a 200ml bottle of

you might experience a display that crosses thousands

their own, handcrafted Gin signed by our Master

of years of human history, delve into an exhibition of

Distiller. Gin Blending Experience takes approximately

one artist’s singular vision, or become the artist in the

1.5 hours and includes:

interactive Studio.

Twenty Third Street Distillery Tour

Then relax and reflect, with bites and beverages at

The History of Gin and how we make our own

the Gallery’s restaurant and a world of offerings to

200ml take home bottle of your uniquely blended Gin

savour at the Gallery Store.

N AT I O N A L W I N E C E NT R E

T H E P O P E Y E R IV E R C R U I S E

Here at the National Wine Centre of Australia you’ll

Enjoy a delightful sightseeing cruise down the River

find out all you need to know about the fascinating

Torrens on a stunning heritage boat. Boarding at

world of wine. The Wine Discovery Journey is a

Elder Park, you will float down the beautiful river in

state-of-the-art, award-winning interactive wine

best seat in the house. We snake through the heart

experience that examines everything from the

of the city and pass by famed attractions like the

challenges of wine making to the pure enjoyment

Adelaide Festival Centre, SAHMRI, and Adelaide

of drinking fine Australian wine. You’ll learn about the

Gaol. Admire the ever-changing landscapes that line

role wine has played in the nation’s history, recognise

the waterways as you listen to live commentary by

the position of Australian wine in today’s international

your local guide about the history of the area. Take

market and appreciate the relationship between

the option to disembark nearing the end of the cruise

food and wine.

if you choose and see Adelaide Zoo and the Botanic
Gardens along the way.

23rd Street Distillery / Brad Griffin

@kingsfordbarossa
68 Kingsford Rd, Kingsford SA 5118
www.kingsfordbarossa.com.au

